Polarized sunglasses
catalogue S/S 2018

#ENJOY
PHILOSOPHY
Rich in style and brightness, our Italian towns, food, fashion, culture
and beaches are unparalleled by anything that exists around the world.
It is our extraordinar y countr y that has inspired and led us to the discover y
of the ultimate, stylish polarized world of #ENJOY Eyewear!
#ENJOY emerged in 2018 with a young and fashionable collection of sunglasses
all characterized by flat triacetate polarized lenses and a thin stainless steel frame.
Light and comfortable at the same time, these sunglasses are the ideal choice for
Millennials.

“Simply, we couldn’t find the perfect designer pair that
wouldn’t cost us a fortune, bring a bit of fun and seaside
ease to the masses, and also provide great sun protection so we decided to design them ourselves!”
We merge fancy innovative polarized technology with creative new designs to push
sunglasses beyond what you imagine they can be. We cover all bases, from easyto-wear models that range from bold character frames to new interpretations of
timeless shapes.
Our extensive collection means that you’ll never be short of options to suit your style
any day, for any event. And all without the scary high price tag.

“We want to enjoy life in a simple way and be able to tell
each other every day: Enjoy!”
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MODEL

EJ012
COLOUR: 02
SIZE: 55 / 15/ 146

MODEL

EJ003

Unisex total round shape modernised by a double

metal bridge and ultra thin metal temples. The use

of TR90 ultra light flexible memory plastic makes
this model very light and easy to wear and

polarized lenses complete the deal.

POLARIZED

COLOUR: 02
SIZE: 50 / 22 / 142

COLOUR: 03
SIZE: 50 / 22 / 142

COLOUR: 01
SIZE: 50 / 22 / 142
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MODEL

EJ004

Woman semi-round shape characterized by the large blinders on

the sides. This model is takes it back to the 60’s, but at the same
time is modernised with the polarized lenses.

MODEL

EJ005

COLOUR: 01
SIZE: 52 / 19 / 135

Man semi-round shape, this iconic model has been revised and
presented with an intriguing metal double bridge. The temples are
made with thin TR90 ultra light flexible memory plastic, which makes
this model incredibly light and polarized lenses complete the deal.

COLOUR: 03
SIZE: 52 / 19 / 135

COLOUR: 02
SIZE: 52 / 19 / 135
COLOUR: 01
SIZE: 49 / 23 / 145

COLOUR: 02
SIZE: 49 / 23 / 145

POLARIZED

COLOUR: 03
SIZE: 49 / 23 / 145
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MODEL

EJ006

Formerly a men’s style, this nice lasered stainless steel is combined with
TR90 and has been readapted for women by fitting them with modern
fancy flat polarized lenses.

COLOUR: 03
SIZE: 50 / 21 / 140

POLARIZED

COLOUR: 02
SIZE: 50 / 21 / 140

COLOUR: 01
SIZE: 50 / 21 / 140
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MODEL

EJ007

Formerly a men’s style, this nice lasered stainless steel is
combined with TR90 and has been readapted for women
by fitting them with modern fancy flat polarized lenses.

MODEL

EJ009

This model is a semi-round shape with a fancy double frame connected to the
eyerims by metal trims. The ultra thin stainless steel temples are perfectly balanced
with the front of the glasses and complete this incredibly modern shape. As they
have a sleek, flat polarized lens you can ensure that no glare will annoy you.

COLOUR: 03
SIZE: 51 / 19 / 140

POLARIZED

COLOUR: 01
SIZE: 51 / 19 / 140

COLOUR: 02
SIZE: 51 / 19 / 140

COLOUR: 02
SIZE: 49 / 22 / 150

COLOUR: 01
SIZE: 49 / 22 / 150

COLOUR: 03
SIZE: 49 / 22 / 150
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MODEL

EJ010
This men’s model is an evergreen in the eyewear

field, for this reason it is always fashionable.

To adapt it to the need of 2018 millennials we

flat polarized lenses.

COLOUR: 04
SIZE: 57 / 14 / 145

COLOUR: 01
SIZE: 57 / 14 / 145

COLOUR: 03
SIZE: 57 / 14 / 145

POLARIZED

have fit to this classic aviator frame with totally

MODEL

EJ011

This is a must have in any fancy collection. A mask combines the solidity of a classic pair of metal
sunglasses with the fashionable modern flat mask. The flat polarized lenses with total mirror coating
removes glare and gets the mind thinking about summer.

COLOUR: 01
SIZE: 57 / 17 / 140

COLOUR: 02
SIZE: 57 / 17 / 140

POLARIZED

COLOUR: 03
SIZE: 57 / 17 / 140
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MODEL

EJ012

The round shape with top side cat eye. The expert use of colour
combinations and flat polarized lenses frame the eyes of those

looking at this sexy and fancy model.

MODEL

EJ013

The rich combination of a round shape and sharp geometrical look on
the top side makes this model the noblest of the collection. Flat polarized
lenses give a special touch of glamour to these elegant sunglasses.

COLOUR: 03
SIZE: 60 / 15 / 146

COLOUR: 03
SIZE: 55 / 15/ 146

COLOUR: 03
SIZE: 55 / 15/ 146

COLOUR: 03
SIZE: 55 / 15/ 146

COLOUR: 03
SIZE: 60 / 15 / 146

POLARIZED

COLOUR: 03
SIZE: 60 / 15 / 146

MODEL

EJ012
COLOUR: 03

SIZE: 55 / 15/ 146
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MODEL

EJ015

Frameless with frame - this is the innovative idea behind these
sunglasses. A light metal structure on the back of the lenses means it
has a solid structure and allows the lenses to cover the whole eyerim
surface. The cat eye shape has a touch of Japanese style and the flat
polarized lenses create balance to this great design.

MODEL

The simplest, the best. Thin stainless steel full frame with a round base and

EJ014

a subtle hint of cat eye is completed with flat polarized lenses. This model
is the ideal choice for your Italian aperitive during the summer.

POLARIZED

COLOUR: 01
SIZE: 57 / 18 / 150

COLOUR: 03
SIZE: 57 / 18 / 150
COLOUR: 01
SIZE: 61 / 18 / 143

COLOUR: 03
SIZE: 61 / 18 / 143

COLOUR: 02
SIZE: 61 / 18 / 143

COLOUR: 02
SIZE: 57 / 18 / 150
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MODEL

EJ016

Round cat eye sunglasses, they summarize all the fashion features of the 2018: double frame,

geometrical angles, gold colour and mirror polarized lenses. The comfortable fit makes them
a perfect choice to be fashionable and feel light everyday.

MODEL

EJ017

Total round shape with a nice acetate frame, the
polarized lenses make these retro sunglasses
look amazing right now in 2018.

COLOUR: 02
SIZE: 49 / 24 / 147

COLOUR: 01
SIZE: 55 / 18 / 147

COLOUR: 02
SIZE: 49 / 24 / 147

COLOUR: 02
SIZE: 55 / 18 / 147

COLOUR: 02
SIZE: 49 / 24 / 147

POLARIZED
POLARIZED

COLOUR: 03
SIZE: 55 / 18 / 147
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MODEL

EJ018

Classic stainless steel sunglasses for men with a touch of modernity, the
flat polarized lenses filter all the glare and provide total eye comfort.

COLOUR: 02
SIZE: 55 / 17 / 147

COLOUR: 02
SIZE: 55 / 17 / 147

COLOUR: 03
SIZE: 55 / 17 / 147

POLARIZED
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MODEL

EJ019

MODEL

A revisitation of the mask concept, here we have a totally

EJ020

flat polarized lens mask with stainless steel nickel free
frame with fancy delicate mirror coating.

A revisitation of the mask concept, here we have a totally flat
polarized lens mask with stainless steel nickel free frame and
fancy delicate mirror coating.

POLARIZED

COLOUR: 01
SIZE: 63 / 15 / 140

COLOUR: 03
SIZE: 62 / 12 / 140

COLOUR: 02
SIZE: 62 / 12 / 140

COLOUR: 03
SIZE: 63 / 15 / 140

COLOUR: 01
SIZE: 62 / 12 / 140

COLOUR: 03
SIZE: 63 / 15 / 140
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MODEL

This is a must have in any fancy collection, a mask combining the solidity

EJ021

of a classic pair of metal sunglasses with the fashion look of a modern flat
mask. The flat polarized lenses with total mirror coating removes glare and
gets the mind thinking about summer.

COLOUR: 02
SIZE: 57 / 12 / 140

COLOUR: 01
SIZE: 57 / 12 / 140

COLOUR: 03
SIZE: 57 / 12 / 140

POLARIZED
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BRAND
STATEMENT
#ENJOY. Life’s pleasures
#ENJOY - is a word with a strong and clear meaning. Our brand carries
a clear and characteristic message based on our basic values of: joy,
youthful charm and freedom, fun and sun-bathed pleasure.

Our client can always express his unique style
and wear fashionable and technically good
shades from our collection so that every day he
can experience the life’s pleasures and be cool!

18 unisex shapes offered in a variety of styles, all characterized by
flat triacetate polarized lenses and a thin stainless steel frame.
The

models

are

distinguished

by

their

unique

design

that

captures the essence and soul of #ENJOY. We are giving classic
shapes and styles that can live in a ver y modern way! Simply, discover
the ultimate, stylish polarized world of #ENJOY Eyewear with us!
- says Francesco Michieletto, one of the brand’s co-founders.
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DROP IN

DROP US A LINE

4 Planets S.r.l.

tel. +39 0437 540550

Viale Vasco Salvatelli 18

fax. +39 0437 1900195

Z.I. Villa di Villa 32026

email: hello@4planets.it

MEL (BL) ITALY
EU VAT Reg No: IT 01081410258

